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1.Introduction

Dear members of the Association,

Hereby you can find the 9th board’s reflection on the second quad of the academic year
2021/2022. The aim is to reflect and assess the performance of our board, committees, events,
bodies and members. Quad two was an eventful one, from a normal start to the implementation
of stricter COVID-19 regulations, EUCSA continues to ride the pandemic rollercoaster, while
attempting to adapt accordingly and to the best of our ability. If you have any questions,
concerns or suggestions for this quad report, please feel free to email us at board@eucsa.nl or
raise your hand high at our next General Assembly, we’ll be happy to hear you out.

As per traditions, the EUCSA Board of the academic year 2021/2022 consists of the following
members:

- Chair: Floris Gast
- Secretary Vice-Chair: Mateo Claude
- Treasurer: Floor Keuning
- Committee Affairs Officer: Myrthe Bark
- Committee Affairs Officer: Fei Bruni
- Committee Affairs Officer: Hannah Espigares Tallón

As a board, we have and will continue to facilitate numerous events and services that
contribute to the overall functioning of the association. Nonetheless, the majority of events
facilitating social opportunities are organised and executed by the committees and/or teams of
the association. You can find the assessment of committee events and performance from our
Committee Affairs Officers in the following sections. You will also be able to find a more general
overview of our board, with assessments from our Chair, Secretary Vice-Chair and Treasurer on
past, ongoing and future matters. As quad reports are rarely read through by our members, we
would like to set up a little game, inspired by the 8th EUCSA board. If you read this sentence,
please shoot me (board@eucsa.nl) an email saying you did, first one to do so will get a small
gift from the board.

mailto:board@eucsa.nl
mailto:board@eucsa.nl
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2.Independent Body

Independent body
As you may or may not recall from the previous quad report presented by our board, we

were not able to fill in the independent body in quad 1 due to its relatively low position in our
weekly agendas. As the body is mainly responsible for acting as an impartial vote counting body
for the board elections (and any formal voting process listed in the policy manual), seeking new
members was relatively challenging in the midst of managing the daily functioning of the
association.

Nonetheless, we are happy to announce that we have now been able to appoint new
members to the independent body, which consists of two EUC alumni and the Student Life
Officer (SLO). The selection procedure took place in similar fashion to our board’s approach to
the Advisory Council in quad 1: following an internal recommendation basis from members of
the board. After discussing all recommendations, an official email was sent to the candidates,
who both replied swiftly and accepted the offered positions. A few days later, we set up a
meeting with both alumni to discuss their expectations, roles and responsibilities. We also
explained the role of the newly appointed SLO, Colleen Kars. The new Independent Body
henceforth consists of the following members:

- Marit Scheidel, class of 2021
- Nina Wassenaar, class of 2021
- Colleen Kars, SLO
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3.Event Calendar,  Quad #2

Week 1: 25/10/21 - 31/10/21
- Investment Co simulation
- Plogging event (Sus Co + Sports Co)
- Pumpkin carving event (Cooking Co)

Week 2: 1/11/21 - 07/11/21
- EntrepreneurialCo brainstorm
- GamingCo’s Dungeons & Dragons session
- Halloween edition Social drinks
- Eternals screening (Film & Photo Co)

Week 3: 08/11/21 - 14/11/21
- Staff Research Presentations (Future Co)
- Beer Cantus (Party Co)
- Sustainable Beauty Products Workshop (Health & Wellness co and Sustainability Co)
- French Dispatch Screening at Kino (Film & Photo Co)
- Race (Travel Co)
- Deep in vogue exhibition

Week 4: 15/11/21 - 21/11/21
- F*ck Up Night (Entrepreneurial Co)
- Improvisation night (Performance Co)
- Market Watch (Investment Co)
- Voguing Workshop (Queer Co, Black Co, and Dance Co)
- Last Night in Soho Screening at Kino (Film and Photo Co)
- Jam Session (Music Co)

Week 5: 22/11/21 - 28/11/21
- Alumni Panel (Future Co and ACES)
- Heat Screening at Kino (Film and Photo Co)
- Come Thrifting With Us (Merch co and Sustainability Co)
- Brainstorm (Entrepreneurial Co)
- COP26 Discussion (Sustainability Co and Debating Co)
- Introductory Event (Womens Co)
- Open Stage Night (EUCxInspire and Music Co)
- Come thrifting with us! (Merch Co and Sus Co)
- Ghostbusters screening at Cinerama (Film and Photo Co)

Week 6: 29/11/21 - 05/12/21
- Fix your thrifts!! (Sus Co x Merch Co) cancelled
- Project night: create your fantasy world (Performance Co)
- Annette Screening at Kino (Film & Photo Co)
- Queer Screening (Queer Co)
- Yoga Session (Health & WellnessCo)
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- Annette Screening at Kino (Film & Photo Co)
- Ice Skating (Sports Co)
- House of Gucci Screening (Film & Photo Co)

Week 7: 06/12/21 - 12/12/21
- Walk-in Sinterklaas lunch (EUCSA x EUC)
- Brainstorm (Entrepreneurial Co)
- Write for Rights (Charity Co)
- Writing & Journalism x Debate Co Collab
- Failure, Wellbeing and Resilience Workshop (EUCSA Board)
- GA #3
- Purple Friday (Queer Co)

Week 8: 13/12/21 - 19/12/21
- PositiviTea (Health & Wellness Co) 4x
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4.Assessment of the Board

General assessment

Quad 2 was a smoother, less turbulent ride than quad 1 for our board. We got a better
idea of our individual and general roles, duties, expectations, and responsibilities. Floris has
gotten used to chairing the meetings and GA’s, giving direction to our ideas and continuously
motivating our board (through parties, one-on-one meetings or regular performance
assessments). Mateo has managed to take over communication, handle general association
logistics and tackle bureaucratic tasks accordingly. Floor has gotten good at handling,
assessing and distributing numbers, making tough decisions and justifying her choices with
confidence and patience. The CAOs have grown well into their extremely varied roles; from
Myrthe’s immersive and extensive social management, Fei’s diligent planning, passionate
involvement and communication to Hannah’s enthusiastic initiatives in various responsibilities
beyond her CAO position.

We are a little over halfway through our board term, and we are happy to say that we
have all grown thus far, as students, individuals and professionals. As expected, we have
nonetheless been met with a few shortcomings, have had numerous disagreements and have at
times struggled with the workload. However, we have stuck together as a team and have worked
adamantly to resolve any issues that have come along the way. There is still plenty of room for
growth and improvement, and we look forward to keep working with the rest of the association
to tackle the coming quads and provide our members with the best possible experience.

EUC Management & Student Life Officer

EUCSA’s relationship with the EUC management team (MT) has recently undergone
various fundamental changes. These changes are displayed through a new member EUC has
hired; the student life officer (SLO). The role of the SLO is to form a bridge between the student
representatives (SAAC/EUCSA) and MT. As such, Colleen Kars has been appointed as the new
SLO and acts as a new link between staff and board. In the case of minor questions or concerns,
we approach her rather than going directly to the MT members such as Robin van den Akker. As
this is important for all committees, communication between the SLO and the association
should either be through the board or the board should be kept in the loop (for example, by
CCing the board on any emails or by updating the respective CAO).

The Management team and the boards of EUCSA and SAAC also participated in a
meeting in which the board asked for reduced study fees in the academic year following their
term as board, as was done with the 8th EUCSA board. Please keep in mind that the following
part will be solely described from an EUCSA perspective.

The board had this meeting because we strongly believe it is possible, yet extremely
detrimental and challenging to do a full course load, full board duties and a job. This is
unfortunately a reality for some of our members, who are required to financially sustain
themselves all the while executing a good job on the board, being a good student and attending
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to personal, social and wellbeing obligations. Given that board work is an additional 15-25 hours
per week (depending on current events and the respective position) on top of the recommended
17.5 hours per course, one can quickly interpret that a side job would already require a few extra
hours in a day, making personal life relatively challenging in multiple regards. By receiving a
discount on the fourth year, these board members can take a reduced study load and
subsequently take on a side job as well as be less stressed about the ‘extra’ tuition they’ll have
to pay for taking on the board.

In a co-signed letter from SAAC and EUCSA addressed to MT, our central argument
gravitated around the fact that as of today, it is easier for financially well-off students and
association members to be part of the board, where financially independent students often pass
on the opportunity of running for the boards due to the incredibly high work hours required. We
also based ourselves on numerous traditional Student/Study Association Board models in the
Netherlands, where it is common to take a year off of academics to carry out one’s board duties
full time. In short, a board year is unaffordable for some, and this only reinforces a perpetual
cycle that those with economic privileges get to do enriching experiences to grow on personal,
professional and social domains, while others are excluded from this.

Unfortunately the EUC management team did not see in line with us, and deemed that
the solution ought to be centred around board members simply doing less work. EUCSA
however felt that this was an unsophisticated response since we are elected to do this job by
the members of the general assembly who have expectations and also pay a membership fee to
see these expectations fulfilled. All of us enjoy being on the board, and want to do our jobs, as
outlined by our policies, successfully and with the best effort we can put in.

EUC later sent in their final answer that the compensation request was denied following
thorough deliberation between MT members. The current board therefore strongly advises
future ones to be wary of what a board term entails in regards to one’s academic and
professional life, it is a lot, and it is definitely possible. If you have any doubts or concerns, feel
free to ask us anything! We’re happy to explain further.

Approachability, openness and communication

The 9th EUCSA board has and will continue to be hard at work to establish ourselves as
an approachable team for all members. All board members are regularly reachable via
WhatsApp, email and social media. Please find all our contact details below. We cannot
emphasise enough, please don’t hesitate in contacting any of us if you have any questions or
concerns.

- Chair: chair@eucsa.nl
- Vice-Chair/General: board@eucsa.nl
- Treasurer: treasurer@eucsa.nl
- Committee Affairs Officers: committees@eucsa.nl
- Queries from External Parties: external@eucsa.nl

mailto:chair@eucsa.nl
mailto:board@eucsa.nl
mailto:treasurer@eucsa.nl
mailto:committees@eucsa.nl
mailto:external@eucsa.nl
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mobile # Personal email

Fei 06 2389 6947 raffaelewilliamb@gmail.com

Myrthe 06 3716 6584 myrthebark@gmail.com

Hannah 06 1271 2244 hannahespigarest@gmail.com

Floor 06 1123 5650 fekeuning@gmail.com

Mateo 06 4542 8320 mateoaclaude@gmail.com

Floris 06 2360 5565 f.sev.gast@gmail.com
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5.Assessment of Board events

SOCIAL DRINKS #2
Logistics and Organisation

Social Drinks are a Staple of EUCSA. As board members we have, since the beginning of
our campaigns stated that their organisation is and will continue to be crucial in facilitating a
closer link between our cohorts. COVID-19 has had a long-lasting impact on the social aspect of
our university and association; social circles have become smaller, and tend to remain the same
with little cohort heterogeneity. Quad 2, and specifically social drinks #2 provided us with
incredible satisfaction; to see our members dance, party and socialise in their Halloween
costumes brought us one step closer to our goals. Unfortunately swift reality checks followed
and regulations were adapted according to the infection rates around the country. Since then,
we have not been able to hold another similar event. In the coming weeks, we will be discussing
the possibilities of facilitating large-scale social events that fit the regulations in place. Although
these might be somewhat limited, we hope to provide some level of partying and social
interaction.

General Assembly #3
Logistics:
The third GA was executed in the Erasmus Hall on the second floor of the EUC building. It was
the longest GA of the year thus far (2 hours and 45 minutes, approximately). There was a high
attendance as people knew the agenda contained a myriad of newly proposed articles and
amendments that were going to be voted on. You can find them all as they were
passed/amended below the following paragraph.

Execution and Delivery:
The GA saw all proposed amendments passed. However a lot of them were modified through
amendments to the second degree by members of the GA, as is their right. EUCSA only
encourages this as it motivates its members to be as involved in the association as they want to
be and realises that actively working on legislation holds value. From the board’s perspective,
General Assemblies require an incredible amount of work and preparation; details ought to be
tediously discussed, questions anticipated and amendments/agenda points well justified. This
GA was challenging, as we expected, but yielded extremely satisfying results nonetheless and
reassured us that our members actively voice out their thoughts and concerns for the better of
the association.
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BUDGET REALLOCATION
Our treasurer kept the good work up during our second quad. This encompasses

completing reimbursements and continuously updating the overview of EUCSA’s financials: the
balance sheets of the association, and the expenditure of individual committees and the board
on their respective events. All expenditures are still in line with the budget proposal as accepted
in quad 1. Currently, the process of budget reallocation has been set in motion, following a
similar procedure as the budget allocation at the beginning of the academic year: interested
committees were asked to send in a budget reallocation proposal in which an amount of
additional funds is requested and defended. The treasurer determines the funds left-over from
quad 1 (the funds as allocated in academic year 2020-21 that have not been accounted for in
the most recent budget allocation) and assesses the proposals that were handed in. The
General Assembly in which the budget reallocation is proposed is scheduled for February 17th.
A further update will follow once the budget has been reallocated.
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COMMITTEE EVENTS FEEDBACK

1. Myrthe Bark - CAO

Party Co.
Party Co. hosted the beer cantus this quad, in collaboration with the EUCSA

board. The cantus took place at Poing, tickets to the event were sold out. Apart from
singing the classic beer cantus songs, chugging competitions were held amongst the
party goers. Party Co. also gave out the prizes for the Halloween dress up competition
that had taken place earlier. Communication has improved, due to some organisational
changes within the committee since last quad.

Music Co.
Music Co. hosted another jam session this quad on the 20th of November in the

Lucia basement, once again with a high participation rate and positive reviews
afterwards. Communication has been fantastic, they have proven they’re consistently
motivated and on top of their things.

Queer Co.
In quad 2, Queer Co. organised a week dedicated to ballroom including a vogue

workshop, a european runway workshop and a visit to the kunsthal exhibition “deep in
vogue”. Likewise they organised a screening of Veneno, telling the story of a
transgender sexworker from Spain. To end the quad they queered the EUC building
during purple Friday where they provided important queer resources to the students and
had interactive elements around the school to get a conversation surrounding the
importance of queer solidarity and accessibility within and outside of the classroom
going. The Co. also published weekly articles on the queerco website about a diverse
array of queer topics. Unfortunately, they had to postpone three large scale events due
to covid restrictions.
Communication with the committee has been excellent. Once again the committee has
been incredibly proactive and has gained quite a following, inside and outside of EUC,
due to their hard work.

Travel Co.
For the first event, Travel Co. organised a "Location Race". This race was done in

teams of 2, where teams would race to be the first to find the members of Travel Co.,
who were sending their location in 15 minute intervals anywhere in the Netherlands. The
event gained quite a bit of attention with 15 teams signing up to compete. The first 4
teams that found Travel Co. each received a prize. According to the committee, the idea
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is to repeat the event again and up the stakes. Communication with the committee was
good, participation of the committee members could be improved at times.

MUN Co.
In quad 2, MUN Co. further focused on planning the ErasMUN conference. They were
meeting weekly to arrange the content of the conference, cooperation with other Co's,
finances, and social media. Their new website is erasmun.nl and the registrations are
open. MUN Co. has been very assertive and proactive as well. Communication has been
great.

Merch Co.
Merch Co. have been busy bees this quad. They sold the Stained Glass t-shirts

(which sold out within minutes) and organised pre-orders for the second batch of said
t-shirts. They designed merchandise for the Skitrip and organised a pre-order, worked on
designs for a larger merch drop which will take place in quad three, planned an event
with Sustainability Co which unfortunately also had to be moved due to the covid
restrictions. Lastly, they have worked on merch for Music Co., will be finalised quad 3.
Merch Co. have been great communicators and are incredibly proactive.

Ski Team
This quad, we all got to enjoy the fruits of SkiTeam’s hard work. They hosted an

information session about the Skitrip and the registrations for the trip took place.
Furthermore, they collaborated with Merch Co. and dropped the Skitrip merchandise,
which was positively received amongst the students. The team created a group chat for
all the people that will be going on the trip, keeping them informed on all required
actions that need to be taken in preparation, including updates/requirements
concerning covid regulations. Communication with Skiteam has been great, they’re very
assertive.

Yearbook Co.
Yearbook Co. has unfortunately still been looking for new committee members in

Quad 2. Its chair has, however, boiled up a plan to be able to create the yearbook by
themself, which has been approved by the board. The chair’s continuous efforts to keep
the yearbook alive are greatly appreciated. Contact has been formidable.

2. Hannah Espigares Tallón - CAO

Black Co.
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Black co had a busy quad. It was nice to see their pictures, they look like a great
and very cute team! Communication has been good and I hope to see more of them in
the next quad.

Future Co.
Future co has had a great quad. They organised Staff Research presentations as

well as the Alumni panel. Both were very successful events! I enjoy working with this
team. They seem very organised and in control. I am excited for their future ;)

Health and Wellness Co.
H&W co has become a nice group of people. They have organized PositiviTea

again in the exam week which a lot of members appreciated. Communication has and
will hopefully continue to be good.

Film and Photography Co.
They have been very active in this quad. They continued offering the possibilities

for our members to go to the cinema. They also have been working on new
competitions and I am excited for the exhibition they are working on now. Even though it
has been hard to reach all of the committee’s members in the process of working
together, I believe they are upto good things!

Investment Co.
Investment co had struggled a bit to find the time for events in the last quad. It is

good to see that they have become more active by hosting the market watch. With a
new member on the team I hope they find more motivation to continue their good work
in the next quad!

Dance Co.
Dance co had hosted their weekly dance lessons on this quad. It was a major

success with a lot of people showing up. Unfortunately, due to restrictions those
lessons had to stop. I am excited for them to pick up the lessons in the next quad since
there are less restrictions!

Sports Co.
Sports co has been very active like always! They continued offering training in

several sports (as long as that was allowed by government restrictions) and even
provided members the possibility to go ice skating. I hope they continue their work and
continue their weekly training!
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Entrepreneurial Co.
Entrepreneurial Co has had a good quad. The F*ck Up Night was a great success.

It is nice to see the group work together and they are rocking their new merch! They
continued their brainstorms and I am excited to see that they will plan the next quad!

Bar Board
It was great to see the Bar board being active this quad! They helped with several

events by offering drinks to the audience of for example entrepreneurial co’s F*ck Up
Night. They also have a new member who seems to fit in perfectly. They work well
together and I hope they continue being active!
Gala Team

The Gala Team is a great and hardworking team! The work they have put into
organising a gala is impressive and very much appreciated. The process is difficult for
many reasons such as COVID and prices. Therefore it has also been decided that it is
best to postpone the Gala to the fourth quad. I hope they continue and I am sure they
will host an unforgivable gala!

Women’s Co.
Women’s co is one of the new committees within EUCSA. The group has a nice

atmosphere with people from all cohorts. Even though they did not have any budget for
events they managed to host a brainstorm about the future of their committee. I think
they have good plans and cannot wait to see them in practice in the upcoming quad!

Exhibition team
Exhibition team is the other new committee. The group is an experienced and

competent mix of people. Budget has been a struggle but they made a great proposal!
They work well together and I cannot wait to see their plans for the exhibition.

3. Fei (Raffaele) William - CAO

EUCxInspire
The open stage night hosted with the help of MusicCo was a huge success! Great talks

by Anjali, Chris, and Anna, not to mention some astonishing performances by the musicians! As
they have received the TEDx certificate, the EUCxInspire team wanted to organise the first
TEDxEUC event ever! However, due to bureaucratic reasons, this cannot take place in 2022 :(

Debating Co.
In collaboration with SusCo, they hosted a debate on COP26 which did not have the

turnout of the quad, nevertheless the debate was quite fruitful and to be fair the timing
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coincided with many midterms. On a much more successful note, the collaboration with Writing
& Journalism Co had an attendance of about 30 people! The committee works quite well
together and is excited for quad 3.

N&A Board
They had organised a charity fair but had to cancel it due to covid restrictions.

Gaming Co.
A Dungeons and Dragons beginner session was hosted in Quad two that was very much

appreciated. Usually this pen and paper game can be intimidating for those who have never
played before, but GamingCo really made it accessible to anyone. GamingCo also collaborated
with Cultural Cooking Co to make a game night and summer roll workshop happen. This
committee has a lot of great ideas, but decided to cancel two planned events due to the
lockdown at the end of the last quad.

Sustainability Co.
They have lived up to their reputation as one of the most active committees we have. In

collaboration with SportsCo and CharityCo, they hosted a plogging event at the very beginning
of the quad. Soon after they opened up flEaUC again (in the basement, in front of the elevator,
go check it out if you haven’t already! For those of you who don’t know what it is: a place to bring
old stuff you don’t want anymore and trade it for something you like). SusCo also hosted a talk
with an Extinction Rebellion representative! Further, SusCo’s collaborations are plentiful and
mentioned all over this part of the quad report. The committee worked so well even if the
treasurer was outside of Rotterdam, I look forward to witnessing this “intersectional quad”!

Cultural Cooking Co.
This committee hosted a pumpkin carving event for halloween, and a cookies and

gluhwein event (in collaboration with Susco and Bar board). We can say they enjoy holidays ;) !
The committee is super independent and has overcome some internal communication issues
over the past quad. Now that things run even smoother, I can’t wait to see what they come up
with next.

Writing & Journalism Co.
As I mentioned earlier, the massive turn up for the W&J Co’s collaboration with Debating

Co debate on EUC’s drinking culture was great to see. Other than that, W&J Co was also present
in some collabs and keep posting articles on their website: the broken printer (never visited the
site? now ‘s a good time ;)). They have a determined team and work very well together.

Performance Co.
PerformanceCo has been through a bit of a rough period due to some personal reasons,

nevertheless they managed to host an improvisation night which turned out to be great fun.
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They also wanted to host a Fantasy Night during which students had the opportunity to create
their own world by using paint, but that was unfortunately postponed due to the corona
measures adapted. It’s great to see how the committee bounced back from some unfortunate
surprises, and how excited they are to reinstate the traditional end of the year play!

Charity Co.
During the write for Rights event, CharityCo screened a documentary about two

Palestinian refugees confronting the harsh reality of borders. They did so to support Janna
Jihad’s campaign by writing some letters addressed to the Israeli authorities. Further, the
committee always has the possibility to attend the food drive on Wednesday afternoons,
however the turn up has been very low, despite the apparent interest. Thus they have decided to
provide more options that the student body might be more passionate about, stay tuned!
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6.ELECTION PERIOD - THE 1OTH EUCSA BOARD

It is almost unbelievable for us in the board to start chatting about elections and a period
of official transition. It truly feels like we started our sitting term a couple of weeks ago. That
being said, all good things must come to an end. In the coming weeks, we will be sharing all
important information on the upcoming election of the 10th EUCSA Board. This includes
important dates (start of campaigning period, debates, meet the candidates, elections etc.),
campaigning procedures/formalities, debate formats and the duration of the transition period.

We will be working on all of this in quad 3, with the bulk of events and campaigns taking
place in quad 4. If you are currently considering a position in the 10th EUCSA board, we would all
like to warmly congratulate you. It is an incredible, challenging, albeit worthwhile experience. We
highly encourage you to come and have a chat with us, we are happy to shed light on useful tips
and insider information that will hopefully clarify your idea of a position in the board. Keep in
mind that all roles are different and challenging in their own ways, so one might fit your needs
and traits better than others! We look forward to hearing you all out ;)
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7.WEBSITE UPDATES

Last year it was brought to our attention that the association’s website eucsa.nl was
faulty at numerous levels, with committee pages not working, no coherent order or patterns in
the drop down menus and extremely outdated calendars, events and official documents. We
therefore decided that the bulk of the website required an update. As this process was deemed
to be of significant importance, we outsourced help and asked a student from our very own
institution and Association to remodel and repair the website.

The main changes included fixing all operational links, with our main goal being to
simplify the user interface as much as possible and to update any important information
regarding our association. In the ‘about us’ tab, you can now find fewer links, with updated
official documents, quad reports, our contacts and information on the standing board. Our CAOs
had requested all of their respective committee chairs for a short description of the committee’s
role in the community. We are happy to say that all committee pages now work, and are up to
date with the latest information available.

The most important achievement for the website is yet to come in quad 3 however. As
we want to avoid what happened over the last two/three years again. It is easy to lose track of
the website, especially for board members, as it is an incredibly time consuming and often
unfamiliar task to deal with. We therefore asked that a shift be made for all committees to be
able to update parts of the website that are relevant to them, by employing ‘Slack’. This will
allow committees for instance to implement ticket sales, merch or event announcements on the
website independent of the board. Slack is a communication software that will hopefully allow
all members to update the website as they see fit without difficulty, essentially spreading out the
website maintenance responsibility. This will hopefully make it easier for the website to be
operational in the long-term without the need for major attention from a single board member. If
you have any suggestions or are very familiar with website editing and think we could use a
change or two, always feel free to approach us, your feedback is most welcome. More updates
and announcements to come soon!

http://eucsa.nl

